
FLUSH MOUNTS SIMPLIFIED



SeeLess Solutions is a result of over 30 years 
experience in the custom installation of lighting, 
shade control, and electronics. With technological 
advancements over the years, more and more 
electronic devices are being placed around 
homes and offices resulting in the walls being 
cluttered.  Shalom Illouz & our team of designers, 
artisans, and engineers sought to solve this 
unwelcome “wall acne” problem. Constantly 
innovating and customizing solutions for our 
high-end Southern California clientele, we created 
a line of flush-mount plaster solutions. This allows 
new and old technologies to be aesthetically 
integrated into any Interior Designer’s vision 
for a room without compromising the abilities 
of the electronic devices. These mounts allow 
the integration of everything from single-gang 
to four-gang switches, dimmers, outlets, thermostats, 
sensors, touch screens, voice control devices, 
wireless access points, and even smoke detectors 
and alarms systems. Our plaster flush wall mounts 
have the unique ability to embed wiring seam-
lessly within a wall making installation easy as 
well.  The SeeLess seamless wall mount design 
makes modern technology devices appear 
aesthetically pleasing within interior spaces.  

ABOUT US



Utilizing the quality, flexibility and durability of plaster our team at SeeLess created 
revolutionary mounting solutions. We chose plaster because it is a high-performance, 
naturally occurring, eco-friendly, and cost-efficient material that is easy to install. 
Plaster can be molded and painted allowing infinite design possibilities. Our products 
become one with walls and ceilings creating a 100% stable integrated mounting 
solution for your modern needs.

BUILDING MATERIALS

PRODUCT FEATURES & BENEFITS

U.S. Patent No. 15/642,205 with International and Design Patents Pending
Seamless recessed integration for walls and ceilings 
Paintable level five plaster finish 
Available in 1-4 gangs
Mounting hardware and UL certified metal junction box included
Improved installation fits standard wall depth
Brackets can adjust to 5/8“, 3/4 “, 1/2” drywall 
Accommodates Class 1 and Class 2 wiring devices
Compatible with major manufactures’ plates, dimmers/switches and most 
wiring devices (Reveals may vary depending on plate sizes)
Compatible with new construction and remodel installations
Appropriate for residential & commercial projects
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The SeeLess line of minimalist Architectural Style wiring device mounting platforms 
accentuates the modern angular trims and can extend the continuity of minimalist 
modern design to every transition line. Our mounts work with power outlets, 
switches, dimmers, data jacks, fan controls and keypads and are designed to 
seamlessly integrate the surfaces of these devices to be completely flush with 
the wall.

Sharp edge

1/16” | 1/8” | 1/4”
Reveal options available

ARCHITECTURAL
STYLE PLATFORMS
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SeeLess accessory 1-gang 
box extension ring is 
available upon request. 

SLS-1G-RING

*Compatible with SeeLess 1-gang platforms only



SLA-1G-062 SLA-1G-125 SLA-1G-250

SLA-2G-062 SLA-2G-125 SLA-2G-250

SLA-1GHZ-062

SLA-2GHZ-062

*Available in three & four gangs

One Gang Architectural Style In-Wall 
Plaster Mounting Platform

*For product specifications visit www.seeless.com

Two Gang Architectural Style In-Wall 
Plaster Mounting Platform 

SLA platforms are available in three reveals:
*Available in three & four gangs *Available in three & four gangs
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123.4mm
[4.86in]

178.3mm
[7.02in]

81.3mm
[3.2in]

141.3mm
[5.56in]

123.4mm
[4.86in]

178.3mm
[7.02in]

187.3mm
[7.37in]

127.3mm
[5.01in]

[7.17in][7.17in]
182.2mm182.2mm

[4.81in][4.81in]
122.2mm122.2mm

[3.08in][3.08in]
78.2mm78.2mm

[5.44in][5.44in]
138.2mm138.2mm

[6.11in][6.11in]
155.3mm155.3mm

[4.93in][4.93in]
125.3mm125.3mm

[3.2in][3.2in]
81.3mm81.3mm

[4.38in][4.38in]
111.3mm111.3mm

[6.37in][6.37in]
161.7mm161.7mm

[5.19in][5.19in]
131.7mm131.7mm

[3.45in][3.45in]
87.7mm87.7mm

[4.63in][4.63in]
117.7mm117.7mm

[7.17in][7.17in]
182.2mm182.2mm

[4.81in][4.81in]
122.2mm122.2mm

[4.93in][4.93in]
125.2mm125.2mm

[7.29in][7.29in]
185.2mm185.2mm

[6.11in][6.11in]
155.3mm155.3mm

[4.93in][4.93in]
125.3mm125.3mm

[5.05in][5.05in]
128.3mm128.3mm

[6.23in][6.23in]
158.3mm158.3mm

[6.37in][6.37in]
161.7mm161.7mm

[5.19in][5.19in]
131.7mm131.7mm

[5.3in][5.3in]
134.7mm134.7mm

[6.48in][6.48in]
164.7mm164.7mm



The round soft lines of SeeLess Designer Style platforms create a contemporary 
edge to walls and ceilings in any room. Our Designer Style Platforms offer sleek 
and elegant mounting enhancing the interior design of your room.

Round Soft Fillets

1/16” | 1/8” | 1/4”
Reveal options available

DESIGNER STYLE PLATFORMS
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SLD-1G-062 SLD-1G-125 SLD-1G-250One Gang Designer Style In-Wall 
Plaster Mounting Platform

Two Gang Designer Style In-Wall 
Plaster Mounting Platform 

SLD-2G-062 SLD-2G-125 SLD-2G-250

SLD platforms are available in 1-4 gang:

*For product specifications visit www.seeless.com

*Available in three & four gangs *Available in three & four gangs *Available in three & four gangs
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[5.99in][5.99in]
152.2mm152.2mm

[4.81in][4.81in]
122.2mm122.2mm

[3.08in][3.08in]
78.2mm78.2mm

[4.26in][4.26in]
108.2mm108.2mm

[6.11in][6.11in]
155.3mm155.3mm

[4.93in][4.93in]
125.3mm125.3mm

[3.2in][3.2in]
81.3mm81.3mm

[4.38in][4.38in]
111.3mm111.3mm

[6.37in][6.37in]
161.7mm161.7mm

[5.19in][5.19in]
131.7mm131.7mm

[3.45in][3.45in]
87.7mm87.7mm

[4.63in][4.63in]
117.7mm117.7mm

[5.99in][5.99in]
152.2mm152.2mm

[4.81in][4.81in]
122.2mm122.2mm

[4.93in][4.93in]
125.2mm125.2mm

[6.11in][6.11in]
155.2mm155.2mm

[6.11in][6.11in]
155.3mm155.3mm

[4.93in][4.93in]
125.3mm125.3mm

[5.05in][5.05in]
128.3mm128.3mm

[6.23in][6.23in]
158.3mm158.3mm

[6.37in][6.37in]
161.7mm161.7mm

[5.19in][5.19in]
131.7mm131.7mm

[5.3in][5.3in]
134.7mm134.7mm

[6.48in][6.48in]
164.7mm164.7mm



Our Architectural Bevel Style platforms feature sloping beveled edges contributing 
to a unique aesthetic in any room. The depth of the picture-framed opening also 
allows to recess most power plugs deeper into the wall.

Beveled Sloping Edges

1/16” Reveal Only

ARCHITECTURAL BEVEL 
STYLE PLATFORMS
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SLAB-1G-062

*For product specifications visit www.seeless.com

Architectural Bevel Style One Gang 
In-Wall Plaster Mounting Platform

Two Gang Architectural Bevel Style 
In-Wall Plaster Mounting Platform

SLAB-2G-062
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[8.35in][8.35in]
212.2mm212.2mm

[6.62in][6.62in]
168.2mm168.2mm

[8.35in][8.35in]
212.2mm212.2mm

[8.47in][8.47in]
215.2mm215.2mm



SeeLess Solutions continues to find unique ways to best meet the requirements 
of today’s residential and commercial environments. Whether you prefer local 
or international style devices, our products balance the need for utilities with 
individual design styles to provide aesthetically pleasing solutions for all tastes.

INTERNATIONAL 
STYLE PLATFORMS
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SLD-1K2C-062 SLA-1GB-062

*For product specifications visit www.seeless.com

One Gang 2 Column Crestron 
International Designer Style In-Wall 

Plaster Mounting Platform

One Gang 2 Column Lutron International 
Architectural Style Palladiom In-Wall 

Plaster Mounting Platform

SLA-LP2C-062 SLD-1GB-062

One Gang Basalte Architectural Style 
In-Wall Plaster Mounting Platform

One Gang Basalte Designer Style 
In-Wall Plaster Mounting Platform
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[3.54in][3.54in]
90mm90mm

[5.9in][5.9in]
150mm150mm

[5.9in][5.9in]
150mm150mm

[3.54in][3.54in]
90mm90mm

[4.14in][4.14in]
105.2mm105.2mm

[5.12in][5.12in]
130mm130mm

[5.12in][5.12in]
130mm130mm

[3.87in][3.87in]
98.2mm98.2mm

[4.69in][4.69in]
119mm119mm

[4.69in][4.69in]
119mm119mm

[4.69in][4.69in]
119mm119mm

[4.69in][4.69in]
119mm119mm



SeeLess Solutions recessed mounts give thermostats the built-in look desired 
by many homeowners. We blend the face of the control center with the wall 
for a sleek and modern finish. Our Universal Thermostat mounting platform is 
equipped with a universal mounting plate for compatibility with most industry-
standard devices and brands. Our Remodel Universal Square Thermostat platform, 
SLL-TSR-750, is engineered to fit Wi-Fi thermostats by embedding the thermostat 
into the wall, without requiring any mud-in, patching nor painting.

THERMOSTATS & OCCUPANCY 
SENSORS PLATFORMS

Universal Thermostat 
Mounting Platform

Palladiom Style 
Thermostat In-Wall Plaster 

Mounting Platform

Mud-In Type Universal 
Square Thermostat In-Wall 
Plaster Mounting Platform

Remodel Type Universal 
Square Thermostat In-Wall 
Plaster Mounting Platform
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THERMOSTATS COLLECTION



SLL-TSQ-750 

*For product specifications visit www.seeless.com

One Gang Architectural Palladiom 
Style Thermostat In-Wall Plaster 

Mounting Platform

Mud-In Type Universal Square 
Thermostat In-Wall Plaster 

Mounting Platform

Remodel Type Universal Square
Thermostat In-Wall Plaster 

Mounting Platform

SLA-LPTS-062

SLL-TSR-750

208mm
8.19in

2118mm
8.58in

SLN-TSU 500/750Universal Thermostat 
Mounting Platform

Available
in two reveals
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219mm219mm
[ 8.62in ][ 8.62in ]

209mm209mm
[ 8.23in ][ 8.23in ]

[4.14in][4.14in]
105.2mm105.2mm

[6.89in][6.89in]
175mm175mm

[6.59in][6.59in]
167.5mm167.5mm

[3.84in][3.84in]
97.6mm97.6mm

[7.48in][7.48in]
190mm190mm[4.76in][4.76in]

121mm121mm

[7.48in][7.48in]
190mm190mm



SMOKE & CARBON 
ALARM PLATFORMS

The NEST In-Wall & In-Ceiling 
Plaster Mounting Platform

Round Smoke 
Recess Platform

Round Smoke 2 Gang 
Large Recess Platform

SMOKE & CO ALARM COLLECTION 

Our SeeLess platforms can improve the look of your modern home by seamlessly 
embedding important items into the wall and ceiling, creating elegant lines and 
finishing transitions. The extra space in the two-gang masonry box of the SLK-
SM2-1000 platform provides the flexibility to integrate an alarm monitor with 
the smoke detector while separating the high voltage from low voltage with an 
inner Masonry Box separator partition.
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SLN-SM-750

*For product specifications visit www.seeless.com

The NEST In-Wall & In-Ceiling 
Plaster Mounting Platform

Round Smoke
Recess Platform

SLK-SM-750

SLK-SM2-1000Round Smoke 2 Gang 
Large Recess Platform

41.5mm
1.63in220mm

8.66in

220mm
8.66in

Available
in two reveals
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[10.24in][10.24in]
260mm260mm

[7.6in][7.6in]
193mm193mm

[10.24in][10.24in]
260mm260mm

[9.92in][9.92in]
252mm252mm

[7.28in][7.28in]
185mm185mm

[9.92in][9.92in]
252mm252mm



Always keeping up to date with current technology trends, SeeLess Solutions 
supports Josh Ai and Amazon Echo Spot voice control units.  This enables the 
architect, interior designer, or homeowner to install a favorite home assistant 
in an elegant and unique fashion complementing the flow any of room.

JOSH AI & AMAZON 
ECHO SPOT PLATFORMS

JOSH AI

AMAZON ECHO SPOT

SL-AES-500

SLN-TSU-1000

SLN-TSU-1000

SL-AES-500
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[7.87in][7.87in]
200mm200mm

[7.87in][7.87in]
200mm200mm

[7.48in][7.48in]
190mm190mm

[4.92in][4.92in]
125mm125mm

[7.48in][7.48in]
190mm190mm



As technology quickly advances, Wi-Fi is an essential first step for homes and 
offices. SeeLess in-wall mounts will seamlessly integrate network access solutions 
while allowing form and function to co-exist within a clean and intelligent 
design. Made from natural occurring lightweight gypsum plaster, these mounts 
are interference-free. SeeLess Solutions will not affect Wi-Fi connectivity.

WIRELESS ACCESS 
POINT PLATFORMS

SLW-APL
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WIRELESS ACCESS POINT

[12.01in][12.01in]
305mm305mm

[12.01in][12.01in]
305mm305mm



SeeLess TPL, TPS, IPL, and IPS in-wall mounts provide elegant, clutter-free 
solutions for Crestron touch panels and iPads to control the smart devices in 
your home or office. Our flush-mounting platforms are built with versatility to 
suit your preference for either portrait or landscape mounting.

TOUCH PANELS 
PLATFORMS

SLD-TPS-500 SLD-TPL-500
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TOUCH PANELS

[9.69in][9.69in]
246mm246mm

[10.98in][10.98in]
278.9mm278.9mm

[7.32in][7.32in]
185.9mm185.9mm

[13.35in][13.35in]
339mm339mm

[8.03in][8.03in]
204mm204mm

[8.51in][8.51in]
216mm216mm

[5.67in][5.67in]
144mm144mm

[10.87in][10.87in]
276mm276mm



THE NEXT LEVEL OF IPAD CHARGING 
AND MOUNTING PLATFORMS

SLD-IPS-500

SeeLess iPad mounts integrate 
with the LuxePort WallStation 
which allow iPads to seamlessly 
blend into high-end offices and 
residences.

*For product specifications visit www.seeless.com

SLD-IPL-500
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IPAD

[14.46in][14.46in]
367,4mm367,4mm

[8.11in][8.11in]
206mm206mm

[10.47in][10.47in]
266mm266mm

[12.1in][12.1in]
307,4mm307,4mm

[12.97in][12.97in]
329,5mm329,5mm

[6.67in][6.67in]
169,5mm169,5mm

[9.09in][9.09in]
231mm231mm

[10.67in][10.67in]
271mm271mm

*Refer to LuxePort specifications for iPad compatibility



www.seeless.com

LESS IS MORE




